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Case Study
Make Space for Something Special

Space Zero - recognised as one of the UK’s leading interior design and FFE consultants - set out to 
create, amaze and inspire. The design specialists cater for the education, commercial, healthcare 
and residential sectors, but most importantly find a thrill in bringing new ideas to life. Such a thrill 
relies on rich technology to bring a team together... enter Communicate Better.

Find out how Communicate Better cut costs and increased productivity ››
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Our Task

To enable Space Zero to manage a smart, 

reliable, and fully converged technology solution, 

strengthened by fixed line (telephony) and IT 

services across their premises - all with the aim of 

increasing team productivity and saving costs.

The Strategy

Communicate Better delivered a powerful, 

hosted telephone system solution, simplifying 

call management, and ensuring that business 

never has to stop. We installed smart 

interactive touchscreen TVs, encouraging team 

collaboration, thanks to the ability to deliver 

presentations through Microsoft Office 365 and 

collaborate with both colleagues and clients 

through real-time video conferencing (Skype for 

Business). Communicate Better also set up a PC-

based access control system to manage access 

to doors across the headquarters, meaning total 

online and offline security for Space Zero. All 

critical data is securely hosted and protected 

within the Cloud, giving Space Zero true peace 

of mind.

The Results

Since the implementation of our office 

management technology, Space Zero has noted 

a 33% increase in team cohesion and productivity 

levels. Inevitably, this has led to greater customer 

satisfaction for the interior design firm, thanks to 

sharp business tools that have been able to save 

both time and money.

They Said...

We can rest assured knowing that all our critical 

data is securely backed up, and Communicate 

Better’s brilliant support team are only a phone 

call away.

Paul Cunniff

Finance Director, Space Zero

We create success stories. As an award-winning market leader, Communicate Better keeps clients up to 
speed with cutting edge technology, providing cost-effective solutions for growing businesses. At the heart of 

what we do, comes building lifelong relationships with our customers.

Watch the video online ›› More case studies ››
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49% Customer
Satisfaction Increase

33% Productivity 
Increase

26% Time Savings 31% Cost Savings
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